Subjects made true/false judgments regarding alphabet-arithmetic (AA) statements like C + 2 = E (a true response because E is two steps beyond C in the alphabet). Logan and KJapp (1991) studied reaction time (RT) for novice and automatized performance on this task. The present experiments extended this analysis by testing interference between concurrent speech and AA verification at three levels of training: novice, automatized, and overtrained. At the novice level, RT depended on the digit addend and concurrent speech was disruptive. At the automatized level, RT was independent of addend and repetitive speech did not interfere. However, nonrepetitive speech (reciting the months of the year) interfered. At the overtrained level, RT was shorter, and interference from nonrepetitive speech was reduced, showing that there were practice effects after automaticity was achieved. These findings support an interpretation of automaticity in which memory retrieval is speeded during training. When retrieval is faster than algorithmic processing (e.g., alphabet counting), performance becomes automatized. With further training, memory retrieval becomes even faster, thereby reducing further the interference from concurrent tasks. We discuss the extent to which this account represents a general theory of automaticity, Alphabet-arithmetic (AA) statements indicate "addition" of a number to a letter to obtain another letter. Addition can be accomplished by advancing through the alphabet from the first letter by the number of steps indicated by the digit "addend." For example, B + 2 = D because D is obtained by advancing two steps from B. Logan and Klapp (1991) concluded that novice subjects verify AA statements as true or false by performing this explicit counting operation because: (a) they reported doing so, and (b) reaction time (RT) increased substantially as a linear function of the digit addend. The present experiments included a test of an additional prediction of alphabet counting.
Alphabet-arithmetic (AA) statements indicate "addition" of a number to a letter to obtain another letter. Addition can be accomplished by advancing through the alphabet from the first letter by the number of steps indicated by the digit "addend." For example, B + 2 = D because D is obtained by advancing two steps from B. Logan and Klapp (1991) concluded that novice subjects verify AA statements as true or false by performing this explicit counting operation because: (a) they reported doing so, and (b) reaction time (RT) increased substantially as a linear function of the digit addend. The present experiments included a test of an additional prediction of alphabet counting. Logan and Klapp (1991) studied the transition from this novice algorithmic mode of performance to automatic performance in the AA verification task, basing their analysis on RT data. The present experiments extended this analysis in two ways. First, they examined the possibility that there may be continued practice effects with additional training beyond that needed to achieve initial automaticity. Second, they examined interference between concurrent tasks in addition toRT.
The notion of automaticity is not crisply or consistently defined in the literature. Definition is often in terms of a list of properties (differing in detail among authors) that are assumed to co-occur when automaticity is achieved or in terms of freedom from demands on vaguely specified "resources" (see Logan, 1988; Logan & KJapp, 1991) . Our approach is not within either of these traditions. Rather, we take the view that automaticity may be usefully defined as the situation in which performance is supported by direct access to memory, which can replace the slower algorithmic modes of processing that support nonautomatic performance. This approach is consistent with several modern theories that propose memory retrieval as the mechanism underlying automaticity (e.g., Logan, 1988; Schneider & Detweiler, 1987; Strayer & Kramer, 1990) . Applying this view to AA verification, Logan and Klapp (1991) assumed that automaticity is achieved when the algorithmic processing (counting through the alphabet) is replaced by single-step, direct-access retrieval of solutions from memory. Thus, a criterion for automaticity in this task is that the RT for verification should become short and independent of the addend, indicating that counting through the alphabet is no longer involved.
Our present extension of this analysis to handle the effects of additional training beyond that needed to achieve automaticity is based largely on interference of concurrent tasks with AA verification. The study of dual-task interference is important because elimination of interference is an oftendiscussed property of automaticity in the traditional analysis. 196 However, our analysis, unlike traditional approaches, does not require that dual-task interference must vanish with automaticity. Rather, our approach makes articulated predictions concerning which tasks will and will not interfere with AA verification at various stages of practice.
Effects of Training
The memory theory of automaticity implies that automatic processing is possible if the AA facts (e.g., B + 2 = D) become available in memory. Training to achieve this memory representation can be based on extensive practice with the verification task itself (as might be expected in some traditional accounts of automaticity), but it need not be. Training on the facts outside of the verification-task context should be equally effective as Logan and Klapp (1991) demonstrated. Rapid acquisition of automaticity was achieved with only 15 min of rote-memory training on true statements before the subjects had been exposed to the verification task.
It is important that automaticity can be achieved by rote memorization without training on the criterion-verification task, because training on the task itself is a central idea in most traditional views of automaticity. It is also important that extensive practice is not necessary to achieve automaticity. Traditional views often consider extensive practice to be the fundamental requirement for development of automaticity.
Training Beyond Achievement of Automaticity
The memory theory proposes a specific mechanism for the transition from controlled to automatic processing: replacement of the counting algorithm by memory access. Because this theory holds that automaticity is attributable to development of memory, we expect that phenomena associated with learning should apply also to the acquisition of automaticity. A classic finding is the overlearning effect in which performance improves as learning continues beyond the level needed to achieve a criterion of correct performance (see McGeoch & Irion, 1952, pp. 377-384) . Modern analyses also demonstrate continued improvement with extended practice (e.g., Logan, 1988) .
We now report experiments that test for the continued improvement in AA verification after automaticity has been achieved. This is expected because automaticity is assumed to occur when retrieval from memory becomes faster than the counting algorithm for each of the facts. Further increases in retrieval speed beyond that criterion should be possible.
Interference of Concurrent Tasks With A A Verification
How are we to assess improvement beyond the level of performance needed for memory retrieval to replace algorithmic processing as assessed by elimination of the slope of RT as a function of addend? Once this slope becomes zero, no further improvement is possible in this criterion. Of course, the overall RT may become shorter even after the slope becomes zero, but this is not the only way that additional improvement might be observable. We predict that dual-task interference can be reduced with further training.
Specifically, we investigated interference from concurrent tasks, and how the patterns of interference change during acquisition of automaticity and during continued training beyond initial automaticity. We used two different concurrent tasks, both of which involved overt speech. One of theserepetitive month saying-required the subject to pronounce the same word (one month of the year, e.g., January) repetitively. The other-sequential month saying-required pronunciation of the months in succession (i.e., January, February. March, and so on). Logan and Klapp (1991) concluded that, before the facts are memorized, AA verification is accomplished by counting through the alphabet for the required number of steps. This may be a process corresponding to internal speech. According to this interpretation, either month-saying task should interfere with novice AA verification because alphabet counting and month saying share a common speech-like process. By contrast, after the facts have been memorized (and thus AA becomes automatized), AA verification is assumed to be supported by a single memory retrieval rather than by alphabet counting. Because continuous internal speech is not required for automatized AA verification, repetitive month saying should not produce interference. Consider, however, what should happen for sequential as opposed to repetitive month saying. Whereas repetitive month saying may not interfere with automatized AA verification, sequential month saying should interfere according to the assumption that concurrent retrievals from memory can interfere with each other. Sequential month saying requires successive retrievals of the months in sequence, and automatized AA verification requires a single retrieval. Experiments 1 and 2 confirmed these predictions and thereby provided converging evidence for the proposed contrast between alphabet counting in novice performance and memory retrieval in automatized performance.
Experiments 3, 4, and 5 were designed to study the possibility of improvement with overlearning training beyond the level needed to achieve initial automaticity. As retrieval of AA facts becomes faster, there is less opportunity for a concurrent task that also requires retrieval to interfere. Thus, a concurrent task (sequential month saying) that interferes with initially automatized AA verification should show greatly reduced interference after additional training beyond that needed to achieve automaticity.
Experiment I
We begin with examination of interference between AA verification and sequential month saying (January, February, March, and so on) contrasting novice performance (pretest) with performance after learning the AA facts, thereby achieving automaticity (posttest). Determination that automaticity has been achieved in the posttest was based on the RT data, following the approach of Logan and Klapp (1991) . For novice performance (pretest), RT for AA verification should increase as a function of digit addend. This relation should vanish if the task has become automatized by the posttest.
The automaticity-as-memory theory predicts that sequential month saying should interfere with AA verification in both pretest and posttest but for different reasons. The pretest interference is expected because overt speech (month saying) and inner speech (alphabet counting) interfere. The posttest interference is expected because both tasks require retrieval of information from memory (AA facts and month sequence). By contrast, many traditional approaches tend to suppose that, when automaticity is achieved, all properties of automaticity should emerge together. In particular, interference from concurrent tasks including sequential month saying should vanish at automaticity.
Speech articulation and manual action can interfere with each other because of conflicting response timing (Klapp, 1981) . Because we were concerned with central interference rather than with response incompatibility in the present research, we included a control condition that would be subject to interference between articulation and the motor actions used in AA verification. We predicted that month saying will produce more interference with AA verification than with this control task.
Method
Experiments 1 to 4 involved similar methodology, which is described in detail only for Experiment 1.
Subjects. The 16 subjects were students in Introductory Psychology at California State University, Hayward, who participated as one option of a course requirement. All claimed to be native speakers of English, and all were able to recite the months of the year and the letters of the alphabet in sequence.
Alphabet-arithmetic task. The AA verification task involved true versus false judgments on AA statements, for example, B + 2 = D. This fact is true because, starting after B and counting up, two more letters (C, D) lead to D. Half of the displays were true (as in the example), and the remaining displays were false because the indicated letter was advanced either one less than the correct answer (e.g., B + 2 = C) or one more than the correct answer (e.g., B + 2 = E). Subjects made yes (true) or no (false) responses using F or J keys of the computer keyboard.
Two sets of six AA facts appear in Table 1 . Half of the subjects in each condition were tested with each set of facts. The untested set was used for initial training on the general procedure of AA verification. The facts in Table 1 would, of course, elicit true as the correct response. Stimuli for which the answer is "false" were generated byusing the letter before or after the correct letter.
Consistency of mapping of stimuli to responses is a major theme in automaticity theory (Schneider & Shiffrin, 1977) . Note that our mapping of stimuli to true and false answers was consistent with respect to the overall equation (e.g., B + 2 = D always corresponded to a true response). However, no element of the equation taken alone was consistently mapped to a particular response. For example, the initial letter B led to false as well as to true responses. The only exception was that some answer letters (e.g., C and G) appeared only with false statements.
All alphanumerical stimuli subtended a visual angular height of 0.6 degrees as viewed on the monitor of an Apple II microcomputer. Each trial began with the display '"get ready," which appeared for approximately 1.3 s, followed by a blank delay of 1.3 s. Then the problem appeared (e.g., M + 2 = N). This remained until the subject responded with the F or J key. Assignment of F and J to true and false, respectively, was balanced across subjects in each condition. Subjects kept their hands on these keys during the block of 24 trials. RT was measured from the onset of the problem until the key press occurred. Then the median RT was determined for each subject at each digit addend (and also separately for true and false displays). The descriptive statistics reported are the means of these medians. The rate of errors was determined for each condition, and the RT for error trials was excluded from the RT analysis.
Immediately after the subject responded, the display "correct" or "error" appeared as appropriate. If the RT was less than 3 s, the display "time was good" appeared below. For RT between approximately 3 s and 4.6 s, the display was "time was ok, but should be faster." Slower responses received the display "time was too slow." These displays remained for about 2.5 s, and were followed by an intertrial interval (ITI) of about 3.5 s.
Each block of 24 trials was composed of 12 true problems, using two instances of each of the six facts, and 12 false problems. These were six instances of one letter beyond the correct version of each fact, and six instances of one letter before the correct version of each fact. These problems were presented in a new random order for each block tested.
Control task. Performance on a yes-no task in which subjects press one of two keys in response to a display of yes or no was used as a control for assessing interference between motor responses of key pressing and articulation for the month-saying task (sequential months for Experiment 1).
Month saying. For the dual-task condition, the subjects recited the months of the year aloud sequentially, always starting with January (i.e., January, February, March, and so on). In this dual-task condition, tones sounded at the rate of two tones per second to pace the speaking. The command "recite months" replaced the "get ready" command of the single-task condition. This command appeared approximately 2.6 s before the letter-number problem, ensuring that month saying would be in progress before the problem appeared. The command "stop months" appeared after the subject pressed the response key for the letter-number problem. There was a marked tendency to try to skip months to permit analysis of letter-number problems. Therefore, the experimenter sat next to the subject throughout testing and insisted on consistent month recitation. The experimenter also sat next to the subject in the single-task condition.
Training of the letter-number facts. Subjects learned the facts by computer-controlled paired-associate learning. Rote recitation of the facts was used initially, and then responding in anticipation of the answers was required. The rate of input was rapid to discourage elaboration and mediation. Throughout the 20-min training program, the experimenter sat next to the subject to maintain motivation. Each cycle in which the six facts were presented represented an independent randomization of the order of occurrence of the facts. The stages of training were as follows:
1. Each fact was presented four times in succession, and the subject was to pronounce each. The fact equation remained visible for 1,200 ms, and the ITI was 600 ms.
2. Each fact was presented once for pronunciation and twice for anticipation. In the anticipation case, the stem (A + 2 = ?) appeared for 2,000 ms, and the subject was to respond orally before this time had expired. Then the complete equation appeared for 750 ms. 3. Each fact was presented once for pronunciation and once for anticipation for 5 cycles through the six facts. 4. Each fact was presented twice for anticipation for 12 cycles through the facts.
In this training, each AA fact had been presented 41 times. Logan and Klapp (1991) showed that 36 to 72 presentations per fact was sufficient to achieve automaticity. At this point in the procedure, each subject's level of learning was tested by the anticipation procedure in which each fact appeared once. The criterion was three successive passes through the six facts without error. For subjects who failed to reach criterion on the sixth cycle, Step 4 of the training was repeated. Then another criterion test was attempted. Subjects who failed to reach criterion on the second attempt were dismissed. In Experiment 1, it was necessary to replace 4 subjects for failure to meet this criterion and 1 because of equipment failure.
Design. Two independent groups of 8 subjects each were tested in the single-task (AA verification only) and dual-task (AA verification with month saying) conditions; alternate subjects were assigned to the conditions as they qualified for the experiment. All subjects were tested on both control (yes-no) and AA verification tasks before training (pretest) and after training (posttest). The order in which the control and AA verification tasks were presented was balanced across subjects in each condition using a pattern in which the last task tested before training was the first task tested after training. Half of the subjects in each condition were assigned to each of the sets of facts {Table 1) for testing.
Subjects were first trained on the months task (if in the dual-task condition), with emphasis on not skipping months. Then they received 24 trials on the yes-no task to learn the assignment of keys to responses. They then practiced the AA verification task for 12 trials using the set of facts that would not appear in the scored trials. Next, they received the pretest of 24 scored trials on each of the yes-no and AA verification tasks; the dual-task group recited the months concurrently. Next, the training procedure for the facts was performed, followed by the posttest for both yes-no and AA verification tasks, again accompanied with reciting months for the dual-task condition.
Results
Reaction time and error rate as a function of addend. The mean of median RTs for correct AA verifications in the singletask (no month saying) condition appear in Figure 1 . There was a marked interaction of digit addend {N) by pretest versus posttest,F(2, 14)-12.0, p< .001, A/S e = 42,777.66. Reaction time increased linearly as a function of N for the pretest (slope of 360 ms, r 2 = .97), but not for the posttest, F{2, 14) < 1, MS e = 33,911.38. Also note that RT was shorter for the posttest than for the pretest, F(l, 7) = 17.7, p < .01, MS e = 422,416.57. These findings demonstrate that automaticity had been achieved by the posttest. The trend in error rates corresponded to the significant effects for RT, as can be seen in Table 2 . Although the rate of errors tended to increase as a function of addend in the pretest, this trend was nonsignificant, F(2, 14) = 2.57, p = .11, MS e = 0.696, and the trend toward interaction, which had the sense that error rates appear to increase with addend more for pretest than for posttest, also was nonsignificant, F\2, 14)= 1.94, p=. 18, Aft; = 0.559. Because we are using RT to assess whether automaticity has been achieved, the significant effects for single-task RT makes our point. However, a similar pattern appeared in the dual-task RT trends. The apparent interaction of pretest versus posttest by digit addend was not quite significant, F(2, 14) = 3.4, p = .06, MS, = 107,986.88, but the trend corresponded to the single-task data. The RT increased as a function of N for the pretest, slope = 355 ms, r 2 = .99, F(2, 14) = 4.3, p < .05, MS e = 234,395.34, more than for the posttest, slope = 52.1 ms, r 2 = .87, F(2, 14) = 1.1, MS, = 21,679.31. Overall RT was shorter in the posttest than in the pretest, /U, 7) = 12.3, p < .01, MS e = 345,504.15. Reaction times for pretest as a function of increasing TV were 1,678, 2,061, 2,388 ms, and for posttest, 1,383, 1,469, and 1,487 ms. In all of the experiments we report, the dual-task data reflect the general pattern of the single-task data but with more statistical "noise." To conserve space, we do not report dual-task RTs for the remaining experiments.
Interference of month saying with AA. Considering only the pretest, there was a nonsignificant trend for the mean RT for AA verification in the month-saying condition (2,042 ms) to be shorter than the mean for the single-task condition (2,202 ms). This trend was reversed for the posttest (1,415 ms for single vs. 1,447 ms for dual). Overall, the presence of month saying did not appear to have a consistent effect on RT.
Month saying had a dramatic effect on the rate of errors in AA verification (Table 2) , with a higher rate of errors for the dual-task condition than the single-task condition, F{\, 14) = 22.7, p < .001, MS* = 6.57. This dual-task decrement (interference) was more pronounced in the pretest (decrement of 24.0%) than in the posttest (12.0%) as confirmed by a Pretest Versus Posttest x Single Versus Dual interaction, F(l, 14) = 4.9, p < .05, MS e = 3.41. However, the dual-task decrement remained significant even in the posttest, F(\, 14) = 13.3, p < .01, MS e -2.49. Also the overall rate of errors was higher for the pretest than for the posttest, F(\, 14) = 22.7, p< .001, MS, = 6.57. The RTs and error rates for AA verification in single-task versus dual-task (month saying) conditions present some difficulty for interpretation. Interference appeared in error rates but not in RT. We consider this to indicate that subjects have great difficulty in the dual-task situation, causing them to guess on AA verification and thereby producing somewhat shorter RTs and substantially higher error rates. This interpretation agrees with the subjects' reports and with our impressions when we attempted to combine the tasks. If month saying is maintained to keep up with the pacing signal, alphabet counting seems to be virtually impossible.
One way that RT and error data may be combined is to determine the average number of correct AA responses per second in each of the conditions ( Table 3 ). Note that interference is evident in this measure for both pretest and posttest, in agreement with the conclusions that would be reached if only error data were considered. Therefore, we take error rate as the primary measure of interference in the reports of the other experiments.
Yes-no control task. Data from 1 subject in the single task pretest were lost as a result of a computer malfunction. The mean of median RTs and the error rates for the yes-no task appear in Table 4 . This control task shared physical features with AA verification, but did not require solution of AA problems, Thus, it is not surprising that RT was shorter than for AA verification. Reaction times improved from the pretest to posttest, F(U H) = 5.0, p < .05, MS e = 4,776.28, but this improvement was limited to the dual-task condition, yielding Although the error rates for the pretest dual-task condition tended to be higher than the others, the trend toward a dualtask decrement in the pretest data (higher errors for dual task compared with single task) was nonsignificant, F(\ t 14) = 3.2, p = .09, MS e -1.27. An important feature of these control data is the lack of even a trend toward dual-task decrement in the posttest error rate. This contrasts markedly with the results of the AA verification task for which the dual-task decrement is strong in both pretest and posttest error data.
Discussion
Rote memorization of the AA facts eliminated the effect of digit addend on RT for AA verification, indicating that automaticity had been achieved at the posttest. The concurrent task of pronouncing months sequentially (January, February, March, and so on) led to a marked increase in rate of errors in both pretest and posttest AA verification. This dual-task decrement cannot be attributed to interference between pronouncing the months and pressing the response keys because month saying had only minimal effect on the yes-no control task.
Our interpretation of the interference of month saying and AA verification implies different mechanisms for interference in the pretest and the posttest. Whereas pretest interference was attributed to conflicts of concurrent speech processes, posttest interference was attributed to concurrent retrievals. This implies that repeating the same word would not interfere with posttest AA verification because repetitive speech would not demand successive retrievals from memory. However, repetitive speech should produce interference with pretest AA verification. These predictions were tested in Experiment 2.
Experiment 2
Whereas Experiment 1 investigated the effects of sequential month saying (January, February, March, and so on), Experiment 2 involved repetitive month saying (e.g., January, January, January). Pretest AA verification is assumed to require speech-like alphabet counting, and repetitive month saying obviously involves speech. Because both tasks are assumed to involve speech processes, interference is predicted between repetitive month saying and pretest AA verification. However, our theory implies that alphabet counting is not required in automatized posttest AA verification. Furthermore, unlike sequential month saying, repetitive month saying does not involve retrieval of a sequence of months from memory. Therefore, we predict no interference between repetitive month saying and posttest AA verification.
Method
The method corresponded exactly to that of Experiment I, except that the month-saying task was saying the same month repetitively rather than naming the months in succession. The month used was rotated among subjects, except that the word February was not used because of the difficulty people report in repetitively pronouncing it.
Results
Reaction time and error rate as a function of addend. The means of median RT for AA verification in the single-task condition appear in Figure 2 . There was an interaction of digit addend (N) by pretest versus posttest, F{2, 14) = 6.3, p < .05, MS e = 28,220.91. Reaction time increased linearly as a function of N for the pretest (slope of 165 ms> r 2 = .84), yielding a significant effect of N, F{2, 14) = 5.4, p < .05, MS e = 48,387.81. By contrast, for the posttest (after the facts were learned), RT decreased nonsignificantly, F(2, 14) = 1.6, p -.24, MS e = 16,028.42, and nonlinearly if = .57) with N. Overall RT was shorter for posttest than for pretest, ^(1,7) = 27.3, p < .001, MS e = 78,062.42. We conclude that automaticity had been achieved in the posttest.
Error rates (Table 5 ) corresponded to these RT results. The rate of errors increased as a function of N, F(2, 28) = \lXp< .001, MS e = 1.041. Also there was an interaction of AT by pretest versus posttest, F\2, 28) = 9.99, p < .001, MS e = 0.529, which may be described in terms of a larger effect of N for pretest than for posttest. There was no significant three-way interaction of Dual Versus Single x Pretest Versus Posttest x N, F(2, 28) = 1.49, p = .24, MS, = 0.529.
Comparison of Experiments 1 and 2 suggests that subjects may have operated at different points along a speed-accuracy trade-off function in the two experiments. For the single-task conditions, the procedures (and even the software) were nominally identical, and yet the overall RT and error rates differed substantially. In Experiment 1, the mean RT was 1,809 ms and error rate was 7% in comparison to Experiment 2, in which the RT was 1,548 ms and error rate was 14.9%. We do not know what aspect of the situation may have produced this difference. However, because we are interested in comparing the effects of independent variables on RT and error rates rather than in the absolute magnitude of these measures, this difference between experiments is not as much of a problem as it may at first appear to be.
Interference from month saying. In the pretest, RT for the dual task (1,897 ms) tended to be longer than RT for the single task (1,759 ms), F{ 1, 14) < 1, MS C = 423,050.93. For the posttest data, there was almost no difference in RT between dual task (1,272 ms) and single task (1.337 ms), F(l, 14) < 1, MS, = 201,162.02. This lack of consistent effect of month saying on RT for AA verification corresponded to the findings of Experiment I.
We take error rates (Table 5) as our primary measure of interference. Experiment 1 demonstrated marked interference between sequential month saying and AA verification for both pretest and posttest. By contrast, and as expected, Experiment 2 presented no hint of interference from repetitive month saying in the posttest (identical error rates). Treating the contrast between Experiments 1 and 2 as an independent variable involving type of month saying allows us to text this difference in the effect of the two types of month saying. For the posttest, the interaction of sequential versus repetitive tasks by month saying versus control was significant, F(\, 28) = 9.3, p < .01, MS t = 1.78, indicating that the disruption was stronger for sequential than for repeating month saying after automaticity had been achieved.
However, we did expect interference in the pretest because both repetitive month saying and alphabet counting involve speech. There was some statistical ambiguity regarding this point because the rate of errors differed only nonsignificantly as a function of the presence versus absence of repetitive month saying in the pretest data, F(l, 14) = 4A, p = .052, MS t = 2.30. For the pretest data, the interaction of Type of Month Saying X Single Task Versus Dual Task was nonsignificant, F\\, 28) = 2.5, p = .12, MS e = 7.20, indicating that, as expected, the amount of disruption did not differ significantly between the two types of month saying in the pretest.
Yes-no control task. Results for the yes-no control task (Table  6 ) correspond to those of Experiment 1 ( Table 4 ), except that RT tended to be shorter overall in Experiment 2. In both experiments, the highest error rate was associated with the dual task pretest; the other error rates were low and nearly equivalent. In Experiment 2, this pattern of error data led to significant effects for both pretest versus posttest, F(\, 14) = 12.6, p < .01, MS C = 0.357, and dual task versus single task, F(l, 14) = 4.5, p < .05, MS C = 0.696, and to a significant interaction, F(l, 14) = 12.6, p < .01, MS e = 0.357. Taken together, the control data of the two experiments indicate that any dual-task decrement in the AA task for the posttest performance cannot be attributed to motor interference between month saying and hand pressing. In the case of Experiment 2, however, it is possible that the nonsignificant trend toward interference between repetitive month saying and AA in the pretest could be due to response interference.
Discussion
As predicted, posttest performance was automatized by the RT criterion, and was not disrupted by concurrent repetitive month saying. We predicted that repetitive month saying would interfere with pretest AA verification because both tasks are assumed to involve a speech-like process. The statistical ambiguity concerning this feature of the data is examined as one aspect of Experiment 3.
Experiment 3
The major purpose of Experiment 3 (and the subsequent experiments) concerns determining whether there are practice effects after automaticity is achieved. The strategy of Experiment 3 was to take advantage of extensive overlearning that our subjects have received in the facts of regular numerical arithmetic. Performance on a number-arithmetic (NA) analog of the procedure used for AA verification was investigated with concurrent sequential month saying, repetitive month saying, and control (no month saying) conditions. The possibility of practice effects after achieving automaticity leads us to predict that, although sequential month saying interferes with automatized AA verification {Experiment 1), this interference may vanish for NA verification. Of course, interference of repetitive month saying with NA should not occur because even initially acquired automaticity eliminated such interference (Experiment 2).
We included novice (pretest) AA verification as a control condition in which both forms of month saying should interfere. This lets us assess our null prediction for interference in NA as an interaction of Month Saying Versus Control x AA Versus NA. Also a secondary purpose of Experiment 3 was to resolve a statistical ambiguity in Experiment 2 concerning whether repetitive month saying interferes with pretest AA verification. In Experiment 2 the trend toward interference was nearly, but not quite, significant (p = .052).
Method
Design. Two independent groups of 12 subjects each performed AA verification without training on AA facts or NA verification.
Subjects were assigned to either AA or NA verification in the order that they reported for the experiment. (It was necessary to replace 1 subject because of equipment failure.) All subjects were tested in three conditions: sequential month saying, repeating month saying, and control (no month saying). The order of these three conditions was balanced within each group of subjects. Each condition was represented by 24 trials, 8 of which were at each level of addend, N, the second term of the equations "A + N = " or "3 4-N = ."
Procedure. For NA verification, the program that had been used for A A verification was changed by replacing the letters with numbers. In particular, with reference to Table I , B and A'were replaced by 1 and 2, and H and T were replaced by 3 and 4, yielding two sets of six facts each. The timing and other details of the program were unchanged. For all subjects, true responses were made with the right hand using J key, and false responses were assigned to the left hand and the F key. Subjects first practiced responding for 24 trials to yes or no stimuli. Then subjects practiced both month-saying tasks. Next they practiced for 24 trials on the NA or AA verification task using a different set of facts from those to be tested. No training of the relevant facts was provided. The three scored blocks of 24 trials each followed this preliminary practice.
Results and Discussion
Reaction time. The difference in the relation between N and RT for the two verification tasks was confirmed as a significant N x Verification Type (AA vs. NA) interaction, F(2, 22) = 9.79,/? < .001, MS, = 53,721.67. This pattern of results is consistent with the premise that whereas AA verification was performed by counting, NA verification was based on memory.
Overall RT for verification, averaged across levels of N, appears in Table 7 . The most striking finding is that RT was far shorter for NA verification than for A A verification, F(l, 22) = 51.8, p < .001, MS C = 2,702,039.11. Consider, for example, the RT for the control, no-month-saying condition of NA verification for which the mean RT, 983 ms, was less than that observed for AA verification in the other experiments even after the facts were learned. The shortest of these comparable values was 1,337 ms (Experiment 2, posttest, single-task condition). This fast performance for NA verification may reflect the years of experience with arithmetic facts compared with the brief training on AA.
Reaction time was shorter in the month-saying conditions than in the control, no-month-saying conditions for both AA Errors. As in the other experiments, we take the error rate for verification as the measure of interference from month saying (Table 8) . First consider AA verification. The rate of errors was higher when AA verification was accompanied by month saying compared with the control for both sequential month saying, F(l, 11) = 23.4, p < .001, MS C = 9.50, and for repetitive month saying, F(\, 11) = 31.5, p < .001, MS? = 7.04. There was no difference at all in the error rate between the two month-saying conditions.
Next consider NA verification. In marked contrast to the interference observed in AA verification, performance in NA verification was not significantly influenced by the monthsaying variable, F(2, 22) = 2.2, p > .1, MS e = 2.17. This difference between NA and AA verification in the effect of month saying was confirmed as a significant interaction of Month Saying X Type of Verification, F{2, 44) = 10.5, p < .001, MS e = 4.75. However, because the overall rate of errors was much smaller for NA compared with AA verification, F(l, 22) = 41.0, p < .001, MS* = 12.48, the possibility that the interaction was due to ceiling effects cannot be ruled out.
It is also useful to compare (between experiments) the effects of sequential month saying on error rate for initially automatized AA verification versus NA. Whereas in Experi- ment 1 the interference from sequential month saying produced an increase in errors of 12.0% in posttest AA verification, the interference was only 4.0% for NA verification in Experiment 3. This between-experiment comparison is consistent with the premise that, even after automaticity is achieved, AA verification is more sensitive to interference from sequential month saying than is NA verification. Note that, although nonsignificant and small, there was a trend suggesting possible interference between month saying and NA verification. Because this trend is not consistent with our proposal that interference should be virtually eliminated for this situation, it needs to be evaluated. The magnitude of this difference in error rates (4,5%) is not markedly different from the corresponding trends indicating that month saying interferes with the yes-no control task of Experiments 1 and 2, for which the difference in pretest performance for month saying versus control ranges from 0.25% to 5.8% (mean: 3.6%). We conclude that the small and nonsignificant trend toward interference between month saying and NA verification can be attributed, at least in part, to interference between the motor responses of articulation and key pressing.
Discussion
In Experiment 1, AA verification was disrupted by sequential month saying, even after performance was automatized. In Experiment 3, we asked whether this disruption would be reduced with additional practice. The finding that neither type of month saying interfered markedly with NA verification suggests that overlearning may reduce or eliminate the interference observed in a newly automatized task; there may be practice effects after automaticity is achieved.
Both forms of month saying interfered equally and significantly with novice AA verification, thereby clarifying the statistical ambiguity in the pretest data of Experiment 2. Pretest AA verification is sensitive to interference from repetitive month saying. (Another study, not reported here, also indicated essentially equal and significant interference of the two types of month saying with novice AA verification.)
Experiment 4
In Experiment 3, NA verification was assumed to correspond to AA verification when based on highly overlearned facts. Because NA was less sensitive to interference from sequential month saying than was newly automatized AA, we concluded that there may be practice effects after automaticity. However, NA differs from AA in many ways in addition to degree of learning, and these differences, rather than overlearning, might have produced the difference in amount of interference. Therefore, in Experiment 4, we attempted to achieve overlearning of AA facts beyond the level of training needed to initially achieve automaticity. One manifestation of practice effects after aulomaticity would be reduction in interference from sequential month saying with overlearning.
Experiment 4 provided overlearning training on only two AA facts (critical facts) to produce extensive training in a limited time. The critical facts involved N = 2 and N -4 to maximize the sensitivity to effects of N on RT. Performance on AA verification, using the six-fact paradigm of the other experiments, was measured at three stages of training on these critical facts: (a) novice, before training (b) after learning the two critical facts to achieve automaticity on those facts, and (c) after overlearning of the critical facts (beyond automaticity).
Method
All 16 subjects were tested on 24 trials of AA verification with concurrent sequential month saying (January, February, March, and so on) and on 24 trials without month saying. The order of these conditions was balanced across subjects. Half of the subjects were tested on each set of AA facts (Table 1) . Assignment of sets of two facts to be the critical set was rotated among subjects such that all possible combinations of N = 2 and A r -4 facts were used equally often, with each subject receiving one critical fact with A' = 2 and one with N = 4.
The experiment was conducted on four sessions on different days, The first session, which was much longer than the others, included five phases of training and testing. First, general training on AA verification and month saying (as in the other experiments) was provided, The second phase was testing on AA verification with and without month saying (Level 1). The third phase was training on critical facts to criterion in which the two critical facts were each displayed with answers 12 times in an intermixed pseudorandom sequence. Subjects pronounced the facts when displayed. Then each fact was displayed three times, once with the answer and twice for anticipation of the answer. This phase concluded with testing for memory of the two facts using answer anticipation. If not correct, three exposures of additional training were allowed. Thus, the total training involved from 15 to 18 exposures to each critical fact. The fourth phase was testing on AA verification with and without month saying (Level 2). In the fifth phase, the first cycle of overlearning training on the two critical facts occurred. The procedure for this 16-min cycle was similar to that used in Experiment 1, except that only two facts were trained. Sessions 2 and 3 each involved two additional cycles of overlearning training on the two critical facts; each cycle corresponded to the last procedure of the first session. The final session included one more cycle of training. Thus, there were six cycles of overlearning training involving a total of 160 exposures to each fact. Finally, subjects received the final test (Level 3) of AA verification with and without month saying.
overall RT was reduced, F(\, 15) = 21.2, p < .001, MS* = 218,774.72, and the effect of A' on RT became smaller and nonsignificant, F(l, 15) = 2.0, p > .1, MS C = 62,238.75. This reduction in the effect of N was confirmed as a significant Testing Level x N interaction, F(i, 15) = 8.3, p < .05, MS ẽ 100,555.44. These RT results correspond to those reported earlier, and are consistent with the view that, whereas Level 1 performance on the critical facts was based on alphabet counting, Level 2 performance was automatized and based on memory retrieval.
Next consider the contrast between Levels 2 and 3. We assume that this contrast should be similar in many ways to the contrast between newly automatized posttest AA of Experiments 1 and 2 and NA of Experiment 3. Consistent with that expectation, there was a trend toward further reduction in overall RT in Level 3 compared with that achieved in Level 2, but that trend was nonsignificant, F(\, 15) = 1.5, p -.23, MS* = 65,674.55. Because automaticity had already been achieved by Level 2, there was no further decrease in the slope of RT as a function of Nby Level 3 (actually there was a nonsignificant increase in slope), F{\, 15) < 1, MS e = 43,583.14. The effect of N on the RT for AA verification remained nonsignificant at Level 3, F(l, 15) = 2.1, p > .1, MS e = 93,351.43, and, of course, this effect was reliably smaller than the effect of A r at Level 1 as confirmed as a Levels (1 vs. 3) x N interaction, F(U 15) = 9.4,p< .01, MS* = 78,329.04.
The single-task RT pattern (just described) was reflected in a corresponding pattern of RT for the dual-task condition (Table 9 ). In particular, RT depended on N at Level 1 of practice, F{\, 15) = 6.7, p< .05, MS C = 258,161.90, but there was no such effect at Levels 2 and 3. Consistent with most of the previous data, the overall RT in the dual-task condition was slightly shorter than in the single-task condition.
Errors. The error rates for critical facts appear in Table  10 . The overall rate of errors declined among the three levels 
Results
Reaction time for critical facts.
5
Reaction time for AA verification in the single task (no month saying) condition appears in Table 9 . At Level 1 (before training), RT increased as a function of addend (N), F(i, 15) = 18.6, p < .001, MS, = 146, 670.19 . By Level 2 (after initial learning of the facts), 3 Data from control, noncritical facts were also examined. Because these data are redundant with, and correspond to, the results of other experiments (Logan & KJapp, 1991) , they are not reported in detail. The RT increased with N at all levels, with gradually decreasing slope as the facts were slowly acquired. Errors were higher when AA was accompanied by month saying than for the control condition throughout. Experiment 5
Experiment 5 was a further test of the hypotheses that extensive training would eliminate interference from sequential month saying. Whereas Experiment 4 involved learning by remembering (i.e., training on the AA facts), Experiment 5 involved learning by doing (i.e., training on the AA verification task itself) using the procedure of Logan and Klapp (1991; Experiment 3) . Previously we showed that these two types of training had equivalent effects on the reduction of the slope of RT as a function of digit addend. We now seek to extend this conclusion of equivalence to the elimination of dual-task interference. If memory strengthens with repeated presentations of either type so that retrieval becomes progressively faster, there should be reduced opportunity for interference.
Discussion
Whereas the RT for critical-fact AA verification depended strongly on addend at Level 1 of practice, this relation was essentially gone by Levels 2 and 3 of practice. This result is consistent with the interpretation that whereas Level I AA verification was based on alphabet scanning, AA verification at Levels 2 and 3 was automatized and based on memory retrieval.
Massive interference from sequential month saying occurred at Level 1 (novice) as in the other experiments. The results from Level 2 of training (intended to be just enough to produce automaticity) were somewhat disappointing. The interference from month saying was statistically marginal. However, based on Experiment 1, we are confident that sequential month saying does interfere with AA verification after learning of facts to criterion (but before overlearning beyond criterion).
At Level 3 (overtrained beyond automaticity), the error rate was reduced below that of Level 2, and interference from sequential month saying was reduced to approximately the same level (4.8% more errors when saying months) as was observed for NA in Experiment 3 (4%). This small effect of saying months may be attributed to peripheral interference (see control condition of Experiments 1 and 2). Therefore, we conclude that either overlearning of facts of NA during everyday life (Experiment 3) or specific training on AA facts (Experiment 4) can reduce error rate and interference from sequential month saying in comparison to the results observed for initially automated performance (Experiment 1). There are practice effects after automaticity is achieved. 
Method
Subjects. The subjects were students from the University of Illinois who had served for five sessions in the six-fact group of Logan and Klapp (1991; Experiment 3) . They were paid $4 to return for an additional session. Eight of the original 9 subjects were able to return.
Sequential month-saying task. The month-saying task was paced by a metronome program that played a 100-ms 500-Hz tone every 600 ms (i.e., 100 ms of tone; 500 ms of silence). This was slightly slower than the 500-ms rate used in the previous experiments.
Single-task (no month saying) trials were conducted as described in Logan and Klapp (1991; Experiment 3) . Stimulus presentation was paced by the experimenter with the next trial beginning 2.5 s after the subject had responded to the previous AA problem. Dualtask trials required a more complicated procedure. They began with the onset of the metronome signals. Subjects were told to synchronize their month saying with the metronome and to begin reciting on the fifth beat. Four beats after they began recitation (when they were saying "April") the experimenter initiated the AA trial. The fixation stimulus was presented for 500 ms, then replaced by the AA equation, which remained on until the subject responded. This cycle was repeated for each trial.
Training procedure. Details of the training procedure during the first five sessions are in Experiment 3 of Logan and Klapp (1991) . In that experiment, three groups of 9 subjects were trained on each of 6, 12, and 18 facts for five sessions. The 8 subjects we now test were from the 6-fact group. These subjects had been trained on the 6 facts for two 576-trial sessions involving 48 repetitions of each fact per session. By the end of the second session, the slope of the linear function relating RT to digit addend had reached asymptote, averaging 27 ms per count. Then they were transferred to 18 facts: the 6 on which they were originally trained (old-old), 6 new facts that associated a new digit addend with each of the original 6 letters (newold), and 6 new facts about different letters (new-new). The 18 facts were trained for three 576-trial sessions, involving 16 repetitions of each fact each session. At the end of the fifth session, the 6 original facts had been presented 144 times, and the 12 new facts introduced on Session 3 had been presented 48 times. The slope for old-old facts was 33 ms per count; the slope for new-old facts was 110 ms per count; and the slope for the new-new facts was 106 ms per count.
The contrast between the 6 original facts and the 12 facts introduced on Session 3 provided a conceptual replication of the design of Experiment 4, comparing dual-task interference at two different levels of practice. In Experiment 4, the same facts were tested at three different times, at three different levels of practice; in Experiment 5, different facts at different levels of practice were tested at the same time. However, whereas Experiment 4 involved learning by remembering the facts, training for Experiment 5 was on AA verification (i.e., learning by doing).
Design. On the final session, each subject performed 576 trials with the 18 facts that they had experienced during training: 288 trials under single-task conditions and 288 trials under dual-task conditions. The order of single-task and dual-task conditions was balanced across subjects.
Each of the 9 original subjects was assigned a different set of six facts on the first training session, and the two additional sets assigned on Session 3 were related according to the original experimental design. Because 1 subject did not return for the session reported here, the nine sets of facts could not be completely balanced across the 8 subjects who did return.
Results and Discussion
Reaction time. Mean Reaction time was 1,135 ms in the single-task condition and 1,324 ms in the concurrent monthsaying condition, but this difference was nonsignificant, F([, 7) = 2.14, p >. 10, MS e = 118,763.28. It is worth noting again that RT data have not revealed reliable interference effects in the AA paradigm, and that we rely on error data to demonstrate interference. Table 11 displays single-task RT as a function of digit addend and level of training. Reaction time did not increase systematically as a function of digit addend, indicating that automaticity had been achieved at all levels of training. However, overall RT improved as a function of training, F(2, 14) = 9.78, p < .01, MS e = 54,854.41, showing again that performance can improve after automaticity has been achieved.
Error rates and dual-task interference. The rates of errors in AA verification, averaged across digit addend, appear in Table ) 2. As in the other experiments, we take the difference in error rates for the dual-task condition (sequential month saying) compared with the single-task control as our measure of interference. The trends suggest that there may be some interference at all levels of training, with somewhat more interference at the lower levels of training. However, neither the overall effect of month saying on errors, F{\, 7) = 2.94, p > .10, MS C = 683.84, or the interaction of Training x Month Saying, F(2, 14) < 1, MS e = 147.99, were significant. The overall rate of errors did not differ significantly as a function of training, F{2, 14) < 1, MS e = 239.80.
At the highest level of training, the rate of errors was about 4% higher in the dual-task condition compared with the single-task condition. Because we predicted that interference should be eliminated at this level of training, this small and nonsignificant trend needs to be evaluated. It corresponds to the difference in error rates observed after overlearning in Experiment 4 and for NA (Experiment 3), and was much less than the interference observed in other experiments at initial automaticity. The amount of interference (4%) corresponds to that observed in the control task of Experiments 1 and 2 (3.6%). We conclude that interference from sequential month saying was essentially eliminated by overlearning by either learning by remembering (Experiment 4) or by learning by doing (Experiment 5).
We were somewhat surprised, however, that significant interference was not observed for the facts with less training. Interference of sequential month saying was observed in Experiment 1 after 46 exposures per fact. Why then was there so little interference for the new-old and new-new conditions of Experiment 5 for which each fact had received about the same number of exposures (48)? Perhaps the training of Experiment 5 was more efficient than that of Experiment 1 because analysis of the stimulus and generating appropriate responses was required on every exposure in Experiment 5, but not in Experiment 1 for which reciting the displayed fact was all that was required on many exposures. Also the facts were often presented in blocked rather than random sequence in Experiment 1.
General Discussion

Summary of Findings
With increased training, the RT for AA verification became shorter and less related to digit addend. Also interference from concurrent month saying was reduced. However, improvement on the three measures (RT and interference from two types of month saying) was not correlated in that some aspects of the improvement reached asymptote before others as training progressed. The details of the findings can be summarized in terms of the pattern of results at three levels of training.
Level 1, novice. At this level, RT for AA verification was long, and increased linearly and strongly as a function of digit addend. Both types of month saying, sequential (January, February, March, and so on) and repetitive (January, January, January), interfered markedly (and apparently equally) with AA verification.
Level 2, automatized. At this level, RT for A A verification became shorter and independent of addend. Repetitive month saying produced little interference with AA verification, but sequential month saying continued to interfere.
Level 3, trained beyond what is needed for automaticity.
As was true at Level 2, RT was independent of addend at Level 3. However, RT was shorter at Level 3 than at Level 2. As was true at Level 2, there was essentially no interference from repetitive month saying. However, unlike Level 2, interference from sequential month saying was also eliminated.
Analysis of Changing Processes as Training Continues
The contrast between Levels 1 and 2 (Experiments 1 and 2) replicated our previous results for RT (Logan & Klapp, 1991) , and provides data on interference that converge with the RT data to support our analysis. At Level 1, repetitive speech interfered with AA verification and RT increased with addend (N), as expected if AA verification was mediated by speech-like counting through A" steps of the alphabet. At Level 2, interference from repetitive speech vanished, and RT became independent of N, as expected if the speech-like process was no longer needed. Furthermore, a concurrent task involving memory retrieval (sequential month saying) interfered with AA verification at Level 2, as expected if AA was supported by memory retrieval at that stage of training.
Interference from sequential month saying, which occurred at Level 2, was reduced by Level 3, and overall RT was reduced from Level 2 to Level 3 (Experiments 3, 4, and 5). These results answer the question posed by the title of this article. Yes, there are practice effects after automaticity is achieved. This conclusion fits the expectation that automaticity should manifest the types of findings that have been observed in the study of learning and memory in other contexts. In particular, it corresponds to the classic finding that memory performance can be enhanced by overlearning (i.e., by training beyond the level needed to achieve an initial memory representation).
According to our analysis, the concurrence cost associated with pairing month saying and AA verification is due to different types of conflicts at different levels of training. At the novice level, the interference is assumed to be between concurrent speech-like processes for alphabet counting and overt month saying. However, after automaticity, AA verification is assumed not to be supported by alphabet scanning. thereby eliminating the conflict between two concurrent speech processes. Therefore, repetitive month saying did not produce interference. However, both sequential month saying and automatized AA verification are assumed to involve memory retrieval. One would expect that the month sequence would be retrieved quickly because it is highly overlearned, but that the AA facts would be retrieved slowly at Level 2 because these facts are not well mastered. Because it is unlikely that the fast month retrieval can occur at a time not also occupied by the slow retrieval of AA facts, interference occurs at Level 2. However, we assume that, after the AA facts become overlearned at Level 3, they also can be retrieved quickly. When both retrievals occur quickly, the probability that they will overlap in time is decreased, thereby reducing interference.
Although it seems justifiable to attribute the greater difficulty of sequential as opposed to repetitive month saying to the additional process of retrieval needed to arrive at the next month in the sequence, other possibilities should be considered. Sequential month saying may be regarded as globally more difficult than repetitive month saying; yet these two tasks produced nearly equivalent interference at Level 1 of practice, suggesting the need for a more articulated interpretation such as the one we propose. Another interpretation could be based on the possibility that whereas repetitive month saying may not require that the speech act be reprogrammed for each utterance, sequential month saying clearly requires new programming for articulating each month. However, programming may be a special case of memory retrieval (Klapp, 1976) . Retrieval of the month name (as in our preferred interpretation) and retrieval of the articulatory motor program cannot be distinguished by the present data.
Memory Retrieval Theory of Automaticity
In our analysis, automaticity in AA verification is achieved when the slow, controlled algorithm of alphabet counting is replaced by direct access to the information. This fits the essential notion of automaticity: that the correct response is available without the need to "compute" it. The theory is that automaticity develops when the correct AA statements are learned strongly enough so that access to memory replaces the algorithm of counting through the alphabet (Logan & Klapp, 1991) . Improvement can continue as learning progresses beyond initial achievement of automaticity because memory retrieval can become more efficient than needed to just barely replace the counting algorithm.
This interpretation of automatizing AA is consistent with theories in which automatic processes are assumed to be supported by memory retrieval (e.g., Logan, 1988; Schneider & Detweiler, 1987; Strayer & Kramer, 1990) . This approach specifies a mechanism underlying automaticity (memory retrieval), and can be contrasted with traditional approaches that describe automaticity in terms of its properties (e.g., fast, effortless, and based on extensive practice), but do not specify a mechanism (e.g., Hasher & Zacks, 1979; LaBerge & Samuels, 1974; Logan, 1978; Posner & Snyder, 1975; Shiffrin & Schneider, 1977) . Logan and Klapp (1991) used the term "property list approaches" to refer to these views, which share the strategy of listing properties, but may disagree concerning which properties to place on the list.
The results we report in this and our previous study (Logan & Klapp, 1991) correspond to predictions of the memory approach. Extensive training is not required for automaticity. Training need not be on the true-false AA verification task itself; it is only necessary that the true AA statements be memorized. Because development of automaticity is due to learning, it should exhibit other properties of memory. In particular, additional training beyond automaticity can further improve performance. These results are not predicted by approaches that imply that extensive training on the criterion task itself is needed to achieve automaticity, and that all of the properties of automaticity emerge simultaneously and fully developed. Although it may be possible to accommodate our results by adaptations and extensions of traditional approaches, these findings are handled much more directly and in a principled way by automaticity as memory theory.
This contrast between memory-retrieval theory and traditional approaches to understanding automaticity may be illustrated further by comparing their treatments of the property of lack of effort in the sense of not being sensitive to interference from concurrent physically compatible tasks. One difficulty with insisting that effortlessness is an all-ornone attribute of automaticity is methodological. This view must predict that all tasks, even those not yet tested, will fail to produce interference when automaticity has been achieved. The present data on interference of month saying with AA verification illustrate the difficulty involved in testing this assertion. At Level 2, AA verification was free of interference from repetitive month saying, a task that interfered with novice AA verification. However, another concurrent tasksequential month saying-did interfere at Level 2. If we had tested only repetitive month saying, we might have concluded (incorrectly) that all dual-task interference vanished by Level 2. By contrast to the confusion that can follow from assuming that lack of interference is a necessary property of automaticity, the memory theory accommodates the different patterns of interference that were observed at different levels of practice, including further reduction in interference after automaticity had been achieved.
Does Our Analysis Generalize Beyond AA Verification?
We claim that AA verification becomes automatized when memory retrieval replaces an algorithmic process (counting through the alphabet). Although our conclusion that automaticity represents replacing an algorithm with fast memory retrieval was developed for AA verification, there is no reason to suppose that this principle is applicable only to that one task. However, other examples that intuitively seem to be automatic appear to require a very different analysis. Consider, for example, a sensory-motor skill such as bicycle riding. Surely performance on this task is not based on retrieval of verbal associates from memory as in our analysis of AA verification.
The distinction between declarative and procedural memory (Squire, 1987; Willingham, Nissen, & Bullemer, 1989) may be relevant to understanding the difference between automated AA verification and automated bicycle riding. Our AA verification task involved declarative rather than procedural memory. We have shown that subjects can be taught the AA statements using a flash-card approach that does not provide practice in the AA verification task itself (Logan & Klapp, 1991, Experiment 2) . This type of training would produce declarative memory. Furthermore, subjects report that they know the AA facts after automaticity is acquired (Logan & Klapp, 1991 . Experiment 1). By contrast, sensorymotor tasks such as bicycle riding can be performed without a declarative understanding of the memory representation that underlies performance.
Thus, we propose that tasks like AA verification may become automatic as the result of replacing algorithmic procedures (such as alphabet counting) by reliance on declarative knowledge, and that sensory-motor tasks may become automatized when performance is based on retrieval from procedural memory. Reports that procedural skills can develop in the absence of declarative knowledge even in normal people (Cohen, Ivry, & Keele, 1990; Stadler, 1989; Willingham et al., 1989) support the notion that some tasks can rely on procedural memory with no corresponding declarative memory. For both forms of memory, automaticity is assumed to be achieved when fast, direct-access memory retrieval replaces slower mechanisms that can underlie action. Although automatization of these tasks may differ in terms of the form of memory underlying performance, each task become automatized as the result of the development of fast memory retrieval.
An implication of this interpretation is that lack of awareness is not a necessary property of automaticity. Whereas automaticity based on declarative knowledge (such as our AA tasks) is open to awareness of the memory underlying performance, automaticity based on procedural memory does not require awareness of the relevant memory trace. This possibility points out once again the advantage of the analysis of automaticity in terms of processes rather than in terms if rigidly specified lists of properties. In our analysis, lack of awareness is not a necessary property of automaticity because awareness is expected when automaticity is supported by retrieval from declarative memory.
The influential experiments reported by Shiffrin and Schneider (1977) may have included examples of each of these cases of automaticity. Two forms of scanning were simultaneously involved in most of these experiments: (a) scanning a set of items held in memory (Sternberg scanning), and (b) scanning a set of items presented concurrently on a visual display (visual search), for which targets "pop-out" after training. With practice on consistently mapped versions of these tasks, performance on each became independent of the number of items in memory or in the display. However, the mechanisms underlying practiced performance on these two aspects of the task may be different (Flach, 1986) . Performance on memory scanning may be supported by declarative knowledge in that subjects may have associated some items with a positive response and some with a negative response, thereby eliminating the need to scan a set of items in memory. By contrast, the visual-search aspects of the task may have involved development of a filtering procedure based on physical features (Flach, 1986; Krueger, 1984) .
Conclusion
Automaticity as memory theory reduces the problem of understanding automaticity to the problem of understanding "ordinary" memory input and retrieval. It assumes that memory retrieval can replace algorithmic processing and that retrieval speed increases with practice (thereby leading to practice effects after automaticity is achieved), and it incorporates the distinction between declarative and procedural memory systems. It also assumes that multiple retrieval processes interfere with each other, leading to dual-task interference when retrieval processes overlap temporally. These assumptions are hardly radical, and are not restricted in application to automaticity paradigms. Thus, our analysis encourages the unification of memory and automaticity theory, and offers no encouragement for the development of a theory of automaticity apart from application of the general theory of learning and memory-
